U.S.S. Ganymede June 2, 1998

Kris:
The U.S.S. Ganymede is approximately five minutes away from docking at Starbase 323 for resupply, repair and relaxation.  Starbase 323 has been outfitted with the latest Holodeck emitters to provide extremely realistic terrain enhancements.

Kris:
<<<<BEGIN ANOTHER INTERESTING U.S.S. GANYMEDE MISSION>>>>

FCO_Vid:
::On Bridge awaiting docking orders::

OPS_Rhian:
:: at OPS calibrating docking clamps::

CTO_Cain:
::At tactical, working on shield repairs::

CEO_Tal:
::in engineering go over a resupply list::

CSO_Paldn:
::blue sensor luminosity::

TAC_Sirac:
::At TAC working with Cain on the shields::

XO_Louis:
:: Returns to the bridge for docking procedures ::

ENGBishop:
::in engine room checking a display::

CO_Olbrun:
::in the captain's seat:: Helm: Please bring the ship into dock.

CO_Olbrun:
Ops: After we're docked please put all stations at station keeping.

CMO_Wells:
:: In sickbay going over request list::

OPS_Rhian:
Aye Sir

CSO_Paldn:
::monitoting freighter and local traffic channels::

XO_Louis:
:: Walks over to stand behind Ensign Vid to watch ::

FCO_Vid:
Captain:Aye Maam initiating docking procedure:

CEO_Tal:
Bishop: I need help with checking out the impulse engines.

FCO_Vid:
::Reduces speed to 1/4 impulse::

ENGBishop:
CEO: aye sir ::walks over to impulse display::

CSO_Paldn:
::downloading information from Starfleet weather buoys::

OPS_Rhian:
::coordinating mooring sequence w/ starbase::

CEO_Tal:
Bishop: The chroniton may have caused addtional damage?

TAC_Sirac:
::glancing over request lists::

CO_Olbrun:
::she waits for the ship to dock.::

ENGBishop:
CEO: Possibly

XO_Louis:
Ensign Vid: Call out our distance.

CSO_Paldn:
::updating Library computer and starcharts

ENGBishop:
CEO: we may need additional parts sir.

CTO_Cain:
Sirach: See if we can improve the Aft shield array before the maintenance crews get here.

FCO_Vid:
:XO: well within range of docking tractor beam 100KM

TAC_Sirac:
Cain: aye

CEO_Tal:
Bishop: Acknowledged.

CSO_Paldn:
::sneaks a peak at the local baseball scores::

TAC_Sirac:
::looking over aft shield array::

CEO_Tal:
::adding addtional parts to the resupply list::

CTO_Cain:
::Still sore from the squares played with Sirach::

FCO_Vid:
::awaits pull of tractor beam::

CSO_Paldn:
::watching the game on split screen::

TAC_Sirac:
::still glowing over how badly he beat Cain in the squares game::

CO_Olbrun:
::drums her fingers lightly on the arm of her chair::

CMO_Wells:
:: check to see who has yet to show up for physiicals::

Kris:
ACTION: THE STARBASE'S TRACTOR BEAM ADJUSTS THE TRAJECTORY OF THE DOCKING GANYMEDE.

Kris:
ACTION: THE GANYMEDE IS SAFELY DOCKED.

CSO_Paldn:
Captain: permission to leave for shore leave

XO_Louis:
*Shipwide* Stationkeeping.

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  Mooring is compete.  Umbilicus is connected and functioning properly.

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:Status on Aft shield array please.

CEO_Tal:
::beginning engine diagnotic cycle::

FCO_Vid:
Capt:helm stationary:

CO_Olbrun:
Bridge: Enjoy your liberty. Dismissed.

TAC_Sirac:
::checking the Aft shield status::

CSO_Paldn:
::leaves the bridge:

XO_Louis:
:: Moves back to the second chair and grabs padd to review Engineering repairs ::

FCO_Vid:
:: makes final helm adjustments for space dock::

CSO_Paldn:
::heads to docking ring::

CO_Olbrun:
::she watches as each of the bridge crew filter out slowly::

CMO_Wells:
::  heads out of SB to the station::

OPS_Rhian:
CEO:  Tal, you can shut down the generators, we are being supplied by the starbase now

FCO_Vid:
::makes toward the TL::

TAC_Sirac:
::waiting for Aft Shield status from the computer::

CEO_Tal:
::assigns duties for skeleton engineering crew::

CSO_Paldn:
::exits ship and starts to whistle, "Oh Danny Boy"::

CEO_Tal:
Bishop: Time for fun.

CO_Olbrun:
@::she continues going over reports, enjoying the quiet of the almost empty bridge::

TAC_Sirac:
Cain: Aft Shields at 80%

CTO_Cain:
Sirach: Good job! Time for shoreleave.  Don't run me over now.

AdmHazbin:
::watching the graceful, if battered silhouette of the U.S.S. Ganymede slip into dock and get hooked up::

AdmHazbin:
::sighing::

ENGBishop:
::exits Engineering::

XO_Louis:
@Tal: As you leave, check in with the repair crew on the station and give them your task list.

ENGBishop:
heads up to starbase

TAC_Sirac:
Cain: I haven't had a break since...well before I entered the academy::

OPS_Rhian:
XO: Understood

CEO_Tal:
*XO* Aye sir.

CO_Olbrun:
@::she gets up and goes to ber ready room::

FCO_Vid:
::goes to quarters to change into more suitable Vulcan clothing::

CO_Olbrun:
<her>

CTO_Cain:
Sirach:  Enjoy this one the best you can.

CSO_Paldn:
::chews gum, shuffles his feet, its good to be out::

CEO_Tal:
::exits enginneering::

CMO_Wells:
:: desides to go and get her cats::

FCO_Vid:
::Leaves quarters to join others on Starbase::

CTO_Cain:
::goes to quarters to change for shoreleave::

OPS_Rhian:
::preparing duty roster, pairing duty staff with starbase repair teams::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she stays in her ready room, tidying things up::

CEO_Tal:
::heads for quarters::

TAC_Sirac:
::checking over TAC real quick::

XO_Louis:
@:: Sits in the chair and begins to shut down non-essential systems ::

ENGBishop:
::heads toward the holodecks::

CMO_Wells:
:: walks into her quters and put sth harness & leashes on the cats, Dicken on her shoulderrs, nad Tink in her arms till they are off ship then he walks around on his leash::

CSO_Paldn:
::shuffling feet, heads to an Irish bar::

TAC_Sirac:
@::goes to quarters to make it feel more home like::

XO_Louis:
@:: Looks around and notices a couple of crew :: Bridge crew are dismissed.

OPS_Rhian:
::turing over with OS Lee::

AdmHazbin:
::punching a brief memo over to Captain Olbrun::   "My Dear Captain, I would be honored if you would join me for an informal dinner this evening.  I feel I owe you some explanations."  ::pursing lips and hesitating::

ENGBishop:
::finds open holodeck::

CEO_Tal:
::as I enter my quarter and prepare for shorleave, I review the list one more time::

AdmHazbin:
::sighing and sending it::

CTO_Cain:
::leaves quarters and heads to starbase::

CMO_Wells:
:: starts to wander around the station::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she sits down behind her desk, and her display starts to beep::

FCO_Vid:
::Walks toward holodeck notices all are taken::

TAC_Sirac:
@::realizes quarters are too earth like:: I need to research more Vulcan environments

CO_Olbrun:
@::she reads the message, and replies with an acceptance- he's got answers she wants::

OPS_Rhian:
::enters TL, heads towards starbase Maintenance Department::

CSO_Paldn:
::sees doctor:: CMO: errr whats up Dco?

CSO_Paldn:
Doc

TAC_Sirac:
@::to himself:: Maybe I should talk to Vid sometime about a better way to decorate

CMO_Wells:
:: halts petting dicken::  CSo:  Yes....  Hi.

CEO_Tal:
::Exits quarters and heads for Starbase::

ENGBishop:
Computer: give me a mideval england setting with a knights attire

CTO_Cain:
::enters starbase and heads to bar to wind down::

CSO_Paldn:
CMO: just wondering whatcha up to?

XO_Louis:
@:: Completes systems checks and initiates a shutdown on the computer core for some minor upgrades ::

FCO_Vid:
::decides to visit the Vulcan Mission to contemplate on Kolinar techniques::

Shadeaux:
::sits at the bar, bored, reaching for her drink::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she then leaves her ready room, and enters the Bridge:: Louis: What are you still doing here?

TAC_Sirac:
@ Nothing more I can do here ::leaves for Starbase::

CMO_Wells:
CSo:  Just wandering around.... missing someone tonight I guess it's been a while since i was here last.

ENGBishop:
Computer: give me a white stallion with riding attire

XO_Louis:
@Captain: Just finishing up on some of the preparations for repairs.

CEO_Tal:
::Enters Starbase and head toward nearest Ship Repair maintenance station::

Paladine:
CMO: sorry to hear that

CTO_Cain:
::sitting in bar sipping second drink::

TAC_Sirac:
::enters Starbase...heads twoard bar::

ENGBishop:
::rides toward nearest town::

Shadeaux:
::taps nails on the bar, distracted::

TAC_Sirac:
::enters bar, sits down, orders Vulcan mocha::

Paladine:
CMO: just wanted to say hi

CO_Olbrun:
@Louis: Just don't spend all your time here, all right?

FCO_Vid:
::Enters Mission::, :Mene Sakkhet Ur-Seveh (Live Long and Prosper):::as I Enter the Shrine::

CMO_Wells:
Paledine:   it's alright.....::reaches down and picks up Tink:  I've got these guys so i'm not alone.....

XO_Louis:
@Captain: Sure.. Where are you off to, if I may ask?

CEO_Tal:
::at the station gives the list to officer in charge. Ask him to keep me appraised of the current repairs::

TAC_Sirac:
::looking at mocha, thinking of his Earth family::

CTO_Cain:
Shadeeaux:  Waiting for someone?

CO_Olbrun:
@::she heads to the turbolift, and stops at his voice:: Louis: I don't have any plans until this evening- Admiral Hazbin has invited me for dinner.

Shadeaux:
::looks up:: Cain: perhaps.

Shadeaux:
::looking over the crowd::

CMO_Wells:
paldeine: ah.. where you headed?  i was going to go get soemthing   know soem place good?

AdmHazbin:
::receiving Olbrun's reply and grinning::   I must have answers she wants.

TAC_Sirac:
::under his breath:: family...what a joke..oh well

CO_Olbrun:
@Louis: And you?

CEO_Tal:
::heads toward a holodeck:

Paladine:
CMO: sure, this way

CTO_Cain:
Shade: O.K. well, just thought you were bored and wanted to talk.

XO_Louis:
@Captain: Really?... Hmmm,...

Crax:
::looks around the lounge for potential victims::

ENGBishop:
:speaks to locals worried about the local cathedral being fouled by demons::

XO_Louis:
@Captain: I am at your disposal... so to speak.

Paladine:
CMO: haven't had a chance to talk, since I shipped in

Shadeaux:
::looks back at Cain:: Cain: what ship do you hail from?

CO_Olbrun:
@::raises an eyebrow:: Louis: It's a good thing we're off duty- that might be taken the wrong way otherwise.

CTO_Cain:
Shade: The Ganeymede.  And you?

TAC_Sirac:
::looks around bar for first time::

CEO_Tal:
::waits in line for next available holodeck::

CMO_Wells:
:: falls in with Padine, putting th catts down in front of her they walk along fine::::

Shadeaux:
Cain: No ship, I'm here with a group of tourists.....

OPS_Rhian:
@XO:  I have given our requirements to the starbase's maintenance and logistics departments.  estimated time for repairs is 56.49 hours::

XO_Louis:
@Captain: It's a good thing. :: Smiling wryly, stands and heads toward the TL::

Crax:
::walks over to Rhian::

TAC_Sirac:
::notices Cain talking to Shade::

Crax:
Rhian: can I interest you in a game of earth poker?

Paladine:
CMO: how have you been?

XO_Louis:
@Rhian: Very well.

CTO_Cain:
Shade: Are you having fun? ::smiles charmingly::

TAC_Sirac:
::considering a holodeck, or maybe this would be a good time to call Earth::

CMO_Wells:
Paldine: ya havn't had much chance to talk... i've been busy you have been busy  ::sighs:: thus is the life of SF officers.

Shadeaux:
::shrugs shoulders:: Cain: I guess so, this is my first time here.

CEO_Tal:
::when holodeck becomes available, enter program Tal Dropzone one::

Paladine:
CMO: I like to socialize, its fun, circulates good will

FCO_Vid:
::Ends meditation and leaves Mission in search of Vulcan food vendor::

CO_Olbrun:
@:;she enters the turbolift:: Computer: Deck two.

CTO_Cain:
Shade: Where are you from?

ENGBishop:
::heads to demon-filled cathedral::

CMO_Wells:
paldine: I have been ok pretty much.   keeping busy. actually  be lonely to tell you the truth.   How about you how have you been?

XO_Louis:
@Captain: So where are we off to now? ::Grins::

Shadeaux:
Cain: oh....here and there....a little bit of everywhere.

TAC_Sirac:
::leaves Bar slowly and heads toward comm on the Starbase shrugging::

CTO_Cain:
Shade: Have you ever gone horseback riding, I know a great Holo-program?

Crax:
::walks over to Sirach:: Sirach: Can I interest you in a game of Earth Poker?

Paladine:
CMO: good, just getting to know the crew, nice people

CEO_Tal:
::enters holodeck and grabs equipment and walks toward lift::

TAC_Sirac:
Crax: sure, where at?

CO_Olbrun:
@::she stretches:: Louis: I'm getting changed, and then I'm getting off this ship- I need a break. You?

Shadeaux:
Cain: ::laughs:: no thanks, live animals freak me out

ENGBishop:
::begins hacking and slashing deamons and gargolyes::

Crax:
Sirach: well I know a Holodeck that will put us in an interesting and more comfortable setting

AdmHazbin:
::puttering around his quarters readying for dinner appointment::

CTO_Cain:
Shade: I see.  We could always use the wood carnival horses.  ::Laughs::

XO_Louis:
@Captain: Actually, I thought of grabbing a shuttle and heading out for a little touring of that nebula.

CMO_Wells:
Paldine: i havn't been to the Lounge is so long it isn't funny. i really miss going there... just  don't know many crew members so i have no one to talk to .....

AdmHazbin:
::deciding a uniform is not the right dress::

FCO_Vid:
::Found food and drink,will try holodecks once more::

AdmHazbin:
::suddenly realizing almost the entire wardrobe is uniforms::

TAC_Sirac:
Crax: sounds good, you lead I'll follow

CEO_Tal:
::ensures suit and chute are ok and begins climb to 10,000 feet::

Shadeaux:
::smiles:: Cain: so on shoreleave are you?

CTO_Cain:
Shade: That obvious?

CO_Olbrun:
@Louis: That sounds beautiful. I'm sure you'll tell me all about it when you get back.

Crax:
::walks over to a Holdeck and pushes a button but the door doesnt open::

Shadeaux:
Cain: yes, the uniform gave it away

Paladine:
CMO: well I'm always available to play cards

OPS_Rhian:
::contemplating a stroll on the outside of the hull...just to check on the repair crews::

Shadeaux:
::smiles::

Crax:
Sirach: Maybe it will work for you officer

XO_Louis:
@Dara: I'll think about it. :: said with a touch of sarcasm::

CTO_Cain:
Shade: Well, if you change your mind about a holo-program, let me know. ::moves back to stare into drink::

TAC_Sirac:
::follow Crax, notices problems with the door:: hmm  ::gives button a push, door opens::

FCO_Vid:
::Finds one empty<Computer>Begin A'hn Woon battle program:

CMO_Wells:
paldine:  sounds like fun to me.  I'm not very good but hey it will be fun if I had the right teacher.. ::smiles::

CEO_Tal:
::having a little problem adjusting to the thin air::

AdmHazbin:
::digging out an old but elegant silk shirt and vest::

Shadeaux:
Cain: are you alright?

ENGBishop:
finds magical book and begins reading::

Crax:
::fiddles with control panel:: Sirach: here it is the smoking room oof the SS Titanic

AdmHazbin:
::adjusting vest on lean frame::  

CO_Olbrun:
@::she remains completely nonplussed as the doors open and she gets off the lift:: Louis: Sarcasm...hmmm. Now that's unusual.

TAC_Sirac:
Crax: sounds good ::enters holodeck::

CMO_Wells:
:; looks down at the cats curling there tails and looking up at her:: paldine: i hope you arn's bothered by the cats?

FCO_Vid:
::Takes up Ahn Woon and begins basic excercises::

AdmHazbin:
::fondly remembering when his dear departed Martha bought it for him::

CTO_Cain:
Shade:  I don't mean to get all down about it, but I just miss some of my friends.  I'll be O.K.

XO_Louis:
@Dara: Enjoy your dinner ::Smiling:: I'll catch you later.

Paladine:
CMO: of of course not I like animals

CO_Olbrun:
@Louis: I don't know how much I'll enjoy it- this is Hazbin, you know.

Crax:
::takes a seat and pulls out a trick deck::

Shadeaux:
Cain: want to take a walk? It appears the one I was waiting on dumped me.

Crax:
::deals::

XO_Louis:
@Captain: That's why i'm smiling. Computer: Deck 5.

CMO_Wells:
:: as if to test what paldine says dicken hops and crawls to his shoulders::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she gives him a stricken look as the TL doors close::

CEO_Tal:
::at 10,000 feet sets lift for return trip. Takes a long look down. ::

ENGBishop:
Computer: begin generating fireballs when i make this gesture ::makes gesture::

FCO_Vid:
Computer: Begin with Romulan opponent:<Computer><chirp>:

CTO_Cain:
Shade: Sounds nice.  And if we see an animal, I'll kill it for you.

Paladine:
CMO: dont know if the restaurant likes animals

Shadeaux:
::small smile::

TAC_Sirac:
::takes cards in hand, puts on poler face::

TAC_Sirac:
Crax: You play much

CMO_Wells:
Paledine: sorry about that  :: moves to remove him::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she gives a little sigh and goes to get changed, finding a dress that she can wear::

Shadeaux:
:;stands and takes the CTO;s arm and exits the bar::

XO_Louis:
@:: Exits TL and heads for Shuttle bay ::

CTO_Cain:
::exits bar smiling::

Crax:
Sirach: Oh not a lot i find it some fun

Paladine:
CMO: we can sneal the cats in though, I'll err bribe the waiter

Paladine:
sneak

CO_Olbrun:
@::she's half tempted to stand Hazbin up and take a shuttlecraft of her own out::

TAC_Sirac:
Carx: I use to play a lot on Earth with friends...not much in the past few years though

Shadeaux:
::enters the promonade::

CMO_Wells:
they are good at hiding ..... they'll say under  the table cloth....

CEO_Tal (Sound - TADA.wav):
::leaps from lift:..................::

CMO_Wells:
<paldine>

OPS_Rhian:
::decides to postpone stroll, heads to quarters to change::

Crax:
Sirach: well mate what do you have?

AdmHazbin:
::hoping he doesn't get stood up::

ENGBishop:
::heads deeper into labyrynth hacking slahing and now spitting fireballs at enemies::

AdmHazbin:
::more terrified that he's been in decades::

Borg_Cube has left the conversation

Paladine:
CMO: like Italian?

TAC_Sirac:
::puts cards on table..shows a bad hand:: not much, you?

XO_Louis:
@::Enters Shuttle bay and heads towards the shuttle Perseus 3::

CMO_Wells:
Paldenine: love italian.

Crax:
::grins an evil grin:: Sirach: Four aces and a joker

AdmHazbin:
::pacing nervously and wondering why the Bokan fire fields seemed an easy thing to face::

Shadeaux:
Cain: would you like to give me a tour of the station or your ship? ::hopes::

CO_Olbrun:
@::she finally gets herself ready, and heads over to the starbase::

FCO_Vid:
::Faces Romulan opponent and takes the first swing and catches him on the forearm::

Paladine:
CMO: I always partial to Lazana, sometimes it agrees with me sometimes not

TAC_Sirac:
Crax: to be honest..I'm not use to losing

XO_Louis:
@:: Taps padd and opens the craft doors, then enters and takes the pilot seat ::

CEO_Tal:
::practices flips::

CTO_Cain:
Shade:  I'd love to give you a tour of the Ganeymede.  Follow me.  ::head toward Ganeymede::

Crax:
Sirach: Looks like I win but you know what I'll give u a chance to win it all back double or nothing?

FCO_Vid:
::The Romulan staggers back but parries the next blow::

Shadeaux:
::tickled pink::

TAC_Sirac:
Crax: I can't logicly take those chances..

CTO_Cain:
Shade:  Have you ever been on a starship?

XO_Louis:
@:: Closes doors and contacts the Starbase for departure, after getting clearance.... launches ::

Shadeaux:
Cain: no never

Crax:
Sirach: Why not? It's all in the way you play Poker is a game of chance

ENGBishop:
::comearound corner to face the deamon king::

CEO_Tal:
::ground is getting close, decides to pull chord::

Paladine:
CMO: its nice to get out for a change

CO_Olbrun:
::a part of her is slightly peeved that Hazbin got to her first- the Nebula is beautiful this time of year::

Shadeaux:
::bats eyes::

CMO_Wells:
Paladine: I love Lasangana  too, i personaly prefer real fetacjne alfredo myself...

TAC_Sirac:
Crax: I've learned after years of studying it that you almost never win under double or nothing..the pressure damages your judgement

CTO_Cain:
Shade: Well, lets start in the arboritum.  ::head toward TL on Ganeymede::

CO_Olbrun:
::she follows his instructions and shows up on his door step, trying not to look wary::

XO_Louis:
#:: Programs the flight path and heads toward the heart of the nebula at warp 2 ::

CMO_Wells:
yes defiatly nice to get out ,,,, and ay from all the test tubes >chuckles>

Paladine:
CMO: the good stuff, fresh, home made

Shadeaux:
::enters the TL::

CEO_Tal:
::primary chute doesn't completely open::

Crax:
Sirach:well then we'll play normally you deal

FCO_Vid:
::Remembers ancient Earth Korean slash and fade movement and brings Romulan down for the last time::

TAC_Sirac:
::deals cards very attentively::

CMO_Wells:
Paldine: you are making me hungery....

CO_Olbrun:
::she rings the bell::

CEO_Tal:
::till falling very fast, pulls out cord to cut primary chute away::

AdmHazbin:
Ack.

TAC_Sirac:
::looks at cards determined not to lose::

Crax:
::bets double the ante::

AdmHazbin:
Come!

Shadeaux:
::holds on tight to Cains arm as they ride the TL::

Crax:
Sirach: will you meet that?

AdmHazbin:
ACTION: THE DOOR TO HAZBIN'S QUARTERS SLIDES OPEN AND REVEALS A BEAUTIFUL DARA OLBRUN IN THE DIM LIGHT.

Paladine:
CMO: great place this way

TAC_Sirac:
Crax: yes

CTO_Cain:
::enters aboritum:: Shade: this is almost as beautiful as you, not quite though.

ENGBishop:
::feels fear looking into the eyes of the giant beast 10 meters tall, carrying an ax 5 meters long razorsharp::

XO_Louis:
#:: Research shows this nebula as being one of age and still has much activity in it,... The shuttle approaches and drops out of warp ::

AdmHazbin:
Captain:  I'm pleased to see you in such....good health.  Come in, please.

CO_Olbrun:
::she's trying very hard to be civil:: Hazbin: Admiral.

Crax:
Sirach: I'll take two cards

CO_Olbrun:
::she nods formally and enters::

AdmHazbin:
::hoping this wasn't a mistake::

Shadeaux:
::blushes darker green:: Cain: why thank you.

CTO_Cain:
::holds shade tight::

TAC_Sirac:
::deals two cards::

AdmHazbin:
Dara:  May I get you something?

CMO_Wells:
paledine:  sounds good .....::smiles::

Crax:
::smiles::

CO_Olbrun:
Hazbin: No thank you.

CEO_Tal:
::falling clear of primary chute, immediately pulls cord  for backup chute::

FCO_Vid:
Computer: end program:<Computer><chirp>

Shadeaux:
Cain: its very nice of you to show me around, is there anything I might do for you?

Paladine:
CMO: :) , a nice little pizza place

TAC_Sirac:
Crax: what do you have

ENGBishop:
computer give me some heroic music in the background::

Crax:
Sirach: Royal Flush

CTO_Cain:
Shade: Just this.  ::Kisses her strong!::

OPS_Rhian:
::realizing he forgot something on the bridge...heads for tl1::

Shadeaux:
::closes eyes::

CMO_Wells:
Paldine:   sounds wonderful. i havn't had that for a while.

TAC_Sirac:
Crax: why the odds of that are nearly impossible..

FCO_Vid:
::Leaves holodeck and decides to join others::

Shadeaux:
::picks his pocket::

AdmHazbin:
::clears throat::

TAC_Sirac:
::looks over Crax:: You're not a scam are you?

AdmHazbin:
Hm, well.   

CEO_Tal:
::backup chute completely opens 500 feet from the ground:

FCO_Vid:
::Senses Siracs distress::

Crax:
Sirach: Like I said Poker is  a game of chance what do you have?

CTO_Cain:
::feels hands caressing me::

AdmHazbin:
Dara:  Perhaps I should get to the point.

AdmHazbin:
::awkward silence::

TAC_Sirac:
::shows cards, full house::

CO_Olbrun:
::raises an eyebrow:: Hazbin: I'll cut to the chase- you invited me here with the lure of answers. I'm listening.

Shadeaux:
::comes up for air and grins::

FCO_Vid:
::walks over to Sirach::

CTO_Cain:
Shade:  I hope that wasn't too forward?

XO_Louis:
#:: The shuttle enters the nebula and begins to shudder a bit. Stablizing thrusters kick on and t he ride smothes out. Streaks of electricity are heard and seen through the clouds::

TAC_Sirac:
Crax: are you playing a legal game here?

Crax:
Sirach: shall we play again?

AdmHazbin:
Dara: Yes.   Answers.   Please, sit.  ::gesturing to the padded chair::

ENGBishop:
::hearing the heroic music begins final assault on the deamon king::

Shadeaux:
::smiles:: Cain: forward?  no.

AdmHazbin:
::sitting on the arm of the couch opposite her::

CO_Olbrun:
::she sits down, and waits::

AdmHazbin:
::changing his mind and sitting, even with her::

Paladine:
CMO: its a great place, like New York Pizza, smells of flower

FCO_Vid:
Sirach:Problem here?:

CTO_Cain:
Shade: Can I show you the best crew quarters on the ship?

Shadeaux:
::pats bench:: Cain: here sit with me

Paladine:
flour

CEO_Tal:
::hits the ground very hard::

Shadeaux:
::decides his idea is better::

TAC_Sirac:
::notices Vid: well looks like a possible case of good luck..

Crax:
::pushes  a hidden button on the side panel::

AdmHazbin:
::gazing at her eyes for a moment and forgetting how young she looks...those eyes hold a hundred stories::

Shadeaux:
Cain: ok, I'd like a tour of your ships.....

Shadeaux:
quarters

TAC_Sirac:
Vid: however there may be foul play

AdmHazbin:
::momentary shudder::  Ahem.

CO_Olbrun:
::she breaks his gaze, looking away::

CMO_Wells:
paldine:  Ummm ... you are making me very hungery .. how much furthur to this place?

FCO_Vid:
Sirach:For Whom?:

ENGBishop:
::knocks ax out of the kings claws::

CTO_Cain:
Shade: Lets go. ::heads toward quarters::

AdmHazbin:
Dara:  Well.   I've recently lost someone who is close to me, and I've been thinking that life is short.

Paladine:
CMO: right here, we'll sneal the cats in

Shadeaux:
::follows taking in every detail of the Ganymede::

CO_Olbrun:
::she looks back at him:: Hazbin: I presuem this is your wife you are speaking of.

AdmHazbin:
Dara:  Shorter for me probably, than I wish to realistically admit.

AdmHazbin:
Dara:  Yes.  Martha.

XO_Louis:
#:: Pilots the shuttle deep into the heart of the largest cloud. The shuttle begins to shake ::

TAC_Sirac:
Vid: I believe that Crax here may be cheating...I have had minimal success and he has had two nearly impossible hands

CMO_Wells:
Paldine I thinka could cat fur stoles will look good what do you think?

Shadeaux:
::asks many questions about the Ganymede::

CEO_Tal:
::Shaking off the dust::

FCO_Vid:
Crax:I've sensed you've been palming cards:

Crax:
ACTION: SS Titanic lurche s forward and Sirach and Vid and the surrounding holograms are jolted forward towards the fireplace, it seeems the saftey protocals have been turnjed offf but Crax is unaffected::

CTO_Cain:
Shade: Here we are. ::enters quarters a little anxious::

CEO_Tal I need more practice.

Shadeaux:
::smiles::

OPS_Rhian:
OS:  Pham, I forgot to give you this list, it details the order in which the systems need to be brought back on line.

CO_Olbrun:
Hazbin: I'm sorry to hear that, Admiral.

ENGBishop:
::releave the great beast of its crainium::

Crax:
::runs out of the Holodeck::

Shadeaux:
::looks around quarters:: Cain: nice

Paladine:
CMO: how about this table, nice plant to hide the cats

AdmHazbin:
Dara:  More than her cooking, I miss Martha's companionship.  She was old, like me.  There are few around that are.  Present company excluded, of course.

TAC_Sirac:
computer: end hologram

FCO_Vid:
::falls to the floor stunned :

AdmHazbin:
Dara:  You have the wisdom of several lifetimes and the experience and good sense that goes with that.

ENGBishop:
::wiping sweat away:: Computer: End Program

Shadeaux:
:;reaches into belt and turns around::

CTO_Cain:
Shade:  You must check this out. ::jumps on bed:: The most comfotable bed in the galaxy.

ENGBishop:
::leaves holodeck::

Shadeaux:
::fires a small palm phaser at the CTO::

CMO_Wells:
Paldine: sound goods to me....

Crax:
::changes appearance and heads to lounge::

CO_Olbrun:
::she nods:: Hazbin: Technically, it's been 285 years, give or take a year.

XO_Louis (Sound - Sensor\@Alert.wav):
#:: The shuttle becomes very difficult to contol and computers begin to beep incessantly ::

CEO_Tal:
::As I walk away form the drop zone, I notice I'm limping::

CTO_Cain:
::falls unconcious::

TAC_Sirac:
::looks at Vid:: Vid: you all right?

FCO_Vid:
Sirach: are you ok?:

TAC_Sirac:
Vid: I am alright

Shadeaux:
::searches the CTO's quarters::

CEO_Tal I hurt my knee again!!

Breaker:
::is human in appearance::

FCO_Vid:
Sirach:I am also:

TAC_Sirac:
Security: assistance needed in Holodeck #5

ENGBishop:
::feeling preety good and sore::

TAC_Sirac:
that good for nothin

Paladine:
CMO: nice place here, good food, very relaxing,

CO_Olbrun:
Hazbin: Is there something on your mind, Admiral?

FCO_Vid:
Sirach:You need to be more careful with Ferengi:

XO_Louis (Sound - PowerDown.wav):
#:: The shuttle is struck by a bolt of electified ions. There is a flash from the main panel and all systems go offline. Louis is thrown to the floor.::

Breaker:
::looks around lounge for next victim::

CMO_Wells:
paledine: sounds good....:: looks place to sit.::

TAC_Sirac:
Vid: I had a bad feeling about that...but it was a good diversion from what I was about to do.

FCO_Vid:
Sirach:Perhaps we should talk:

Paladine:
CMO: why did yo join the Fleet?

AdmHazbin:
Dara:  I didn't know exactly.  But I know it has contributed to your skepticism in the past....

TAC_Sirac:
Vid: what about

ENGBishop:
::heads toward the local bar and orders up a hefty mug of synthale::

AdmHazbin:
Dara:  And I wanted to clear the air, so to speak.

CEO_Tal:
::starts to check holodeck safety protocols, wondering why the primary chute didn't open::

XO_Louis:
#:: The Perseus 2 is now adrift inside the largest cloud of the nebula without power... stands and moves back to the chair to find all systems offline.... no power, no communications, no heat ::

CO_Olbrun:
Hazbin: I'm listening.

Breaker:
::changes into a Starfleet Security uniform::

FCO_Vid:
Sirach:Whatever illogical thing it was you were about to do:

AdmHazbin:
ACTION: SHADEAUX PILFERS A SMALL PADD FROM THE CTO'S QUARTERS AND TOUCHES A DEVICE ON HER BELT, AND DISAPPEARS.

CMO_Wells:
:: takes a seat::  paledine: i joined because i wanted to explore.. and my grandfather was in SF and i wanted to see what his life was like.

Breaker:
::walks to the Holodeck::

ENGBishop:
::just notices he's still in his knight costume::

CTO_Cain:
::moans trying to get up::

AdmHazbin:
Dara:  Well, primarily I wanted you to know that although I've placed you in some difficult situations and some hairy missions,

TAC_Sirac:
Vid: Well, I haven't spoken with my family since I entered Starfleet, I was about to call them...but did not want to do so

Breaker:
Sirach: What seems to be the problem?

CO_Olbrun:
::she's getting anxious to leave, but is trying to be slightly polite::

AdmHazbin:
Dara:  ...it was because you were the only one I could trust.

ENGBishop:
::walks back to the ship expediently::

CO_Olbrun:
Hazbin: May I ask how you reached this conclusion?

XO_Louis:
#::Taps comm-badge and hears no reply ::

Paladine:
CMO: do you like being a healer?

AdmHazbin:
Dara:  I've been advised by a source close to me that you can be trusted completely.

TAC_Sirac:
Breaker: a card player, that was cheating, tried to kill myself and Officer Vid here

TAC_Sirac:
Breaker: He went by the name of Crax

CO_Olbrun:
Hazbin: Would this be your daughter?

CMO_Wells:
Paledine: Yes i do, very much.    What about you why did you get into SF?

CEO_Tal:
::notices this holodeck went well past its maintenance cycle::

Breaker:
Sirach: ::smiles internally:: I have never heard of him can you give me a better description???

CTO_Cain:
::says grogily and taps comm badge::*security* intruder alert!

AdmHazbin:
::eyes widen::

AdmHazbin:
Dara:  I see she DOES trust you.

FCO_Vid:
Breaker:He was Ferengi:

CEO_Tal:
::informs maintence crew::

XO_Louis:
#:: Tries to get life support back online... not having any success, gets thrown from seat again as another bolt hits the shuttle::

CO_Olbrun:
Hazbin: I have a great deal of respect for KC.

TAC_Sirac:
Breaker: I hadn't seen him that long, medium height..medium build..etc.

Paladine:
CMO: me, I think being amongst the stars, and doing some good

CTO_Cain:
::gets up and looks at internal sensors::

ENGBishop:
::heads back to quarters noticing the odd looks of the few crewmembers still onboard::

Breaker:
::makes some notes on a PAdd::

AdmHazbin:
Dara:  That is reciprocated.  She told me to bring you into our plan.

TAC_Sirac:
::senses Crax:: I think it is in this area

AdmHazbin:
Dara:  We have become aware of other "devices" which you are already familiar with.

FCO_Vid:
::follows Sirach::

AdmHazbin:
Dara:  I've made it my personal mission to eradicate them.   That is NOT what I've been ordered to do, however.

Breaker:
::shows the PADD;: to Sirach w/ an exact portrait of  Crax:; Sirach: This him?

TAC_Sirac:
Breaker: yes, thank you

TAC_Sirac:
Vid: would you like to talk somewhere?

CMO_Wells:
::smiles::  Paladine:   sounds  neat.    after being on the ship how long?,....  what do you think of her crew?

CO_Olbrun:
Hazbin: What are the official orders?

XO_Louis:
#:: Moves to a bench in back and opens the seat to pull out thermal blankets... then prepares for a long winter::

AdmHazbin:
Dara:  Only you and K.C. know this.  They must be destroyed.  At all costs.  Starfleet would prefer to procure devices such as these and study them.  

ENGBishop:
::removes mail noticing he has several bruises and scrapes::

AdmHazbin:
Dara:  I feel that's too dangerous.  They must be destroyed.

Breaker:
Sirach: I will enter this information into the SB database and make sure to be on the lookout for him

CTO_Cain:
::finds nothing on the internal sensors and looks around quarters to see if anything is missing::

CEO_Tal:
::heads towards nearest medical station for the injured knee::

CO_Olbrun:
Hazbin: I know better than most that they must not be studied.

FCO_Vid:
Sirach:The Vulcan Mission is not far from here,we can talk there if you like::

TAC_Sirac:
Vid: sounds good, let's go..you lead

Paladine:
CMO: its a fine crew, good people,

CTO_Cain:
::searching quarters with headache::

TAC_Sirac:
::follows Vid::

XO_Louis:
#:: Wraps blanket around shoulders and sits on the bench waiting for the Ganymede to find me::

Breaker:
::leaves Holodeck and destoys PADD::

ENGBishop:
puts on loose fitting clothes, relaxing in nice comfy chair::

AdmHazbin:
Dara:  So K.C. has told me.  That's why I'm telling you this.  We must maintain a low-profile on this.

CMO_Wells:
Paldine: What kind of pizza you want i'm partial to a surprem ? :: smiles::

FCO_Vid:
::We enter the Mission together::

CO_Olbrun:
Hazbin: Agreed. ::she's still wary of all of this::

OPS_Rhian:
Pham:  I'm going to check out the status outside of the port nacelle.

CEO_Tal:
::Taps comm badge and checks with repair crew to see how the refits are progressing::

Breaker:
::laughs a maniacal laugh:: Self: Idiots Fools they'll never catch me

CTO_Cain:
::Now feeling very embarrased::

FCO_Vid:
Sirach: I've sensed some distress regarding your family:

Paladine:
CMO: extra cheeze and hamburger?

AdmHazbin:
<<<<PAUSING ANOTHER INTERESTING U.S.S. GANYMEDE MISSION>>>>
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